MEDIUM BUSINESS OF THE YEAR
ESPERANCE COMBINED TYRE AND MECHANICAL

Esperance Combined Tyres and Mechanical (ECTM) has all your vehicle needs covered from Tyres,
Batteries and 4WD Accessories to Services and Repairs. Their fully qualified mechanics can
perform all your service and repair needs. Passenger, Truck, Agricultural, Industrial right down to
your mower or even a trolley, and they have tyres to suit all! Esperance Combined carries TJM
4WD accessories and AC Delco, Bosch and Fusion batteries to name a few.
As of the 2nd October 2017, the company has changed hands and is now run by Thomas and
Lanny Blakely and Jamie Goodwin.
Jamie Goodwin is a Director and manages Sales. Jamie is the 'go to' guy for all questions relating
to anything tyre, 4wd, battery.... you name it! He has been with the business for 6.5 years and
brings with him a huge knowledge of all products and services that they provide at Esperance
Combined.
Lanny Blakely is a Director and manages Accounts. Lanny is new to the automotive game, with a
strong numbers background from her years working in a local bank. Lanny is the go to for all
accounts enquiries. What she may not know about some queries regarding products or prices, she
is quick to find out and pick up!
Thomas Blakely is a Director and also the Owner/Director of Esperance Trim and Canvas, so he
shares his time between both businesses. You will see Thomas out and about at all hours helping
with after-hours call-outs and all other aspects of the business.
The ECTM Team run an outstanding business with exceptional service and quality products. ECTM
aims to be your one stop local automotive shop for all your vehicle needs. They are passionate
about friendly reliable service and aim to get your car issues fixed and they make sure every
customer is happy and able to get on their way.

